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rt educators are currently reexamining the
content and methodology of their programs of
study, and reasserting basic questions about
the nature and function of the visual arts curriculum
with respect to an emerging focus on multiculturalism.
As a larger social movement, multiculturalism is a
framewor1c for thinking about American society in
which ethnic, religious. and cultural diversity are recognized as social realities to be embraced (Banks,
1984). Within the context of public and private
schooling, multicultural education is dedicated to the
realization that we live in a pluralistic society, one that
is based, at least in principle, on the ideals on which
our nation was founded: freedom, equality, and opportunity (Chapman, 1978).

A

Multiculturalists advocate a reconceptualized program of art education that deals specifically with the
concepts of pluralism, globalism, and multicultural
education as ways to focus on questions about knowledge, values, aesthetics, and opportunity. These concepts, although related, need to be distinguished
(Daniel, 1991).
Pluralism refers to the idea that there are many
truths, many lifestyles, and many products of human
productivity and aesthetic senSibility that merit study
(Blandy & Congdon, 1991). Pluralists look at art from
a variety of perspectives and consider varying points of
view. Globalism focuses on the world at large and the
many unique peoples who inhabit it. Enhancing positive interhuman relations is an educational goal of
glob~ism. Multicultural education generally refers to
teaching children about the diverse ethnic groups that
make up this country (Daniel, 1991). Cultural and
ethnic diversity are celebrated and nurtured as unique
and positive features of American society. A framewor1c based on democracy, equality, and social responSibility underlies the multiculturalist's agenda as does
fostering such a conceptual framewor1c in the minds of
students.

Art and Human Thought: The
Humanities
Democracy, regard for individual differences, celebration of human potential, and a desire to explore
questions and possibilities-these are the themes of a
multiculturalist art program. These themes become
clearer and more coherent when children interact in
meaningful and connected ways with the intellectual,
social, spiritual, and artistic endeavors of the diverse
cultures that male up humankind. These endeavors are
embodied in the humanities: the arts, philosophy, religion, and history. The organization of the humanities
into coherent bodies of knowledge is the accomplishment of culture. Art educators may derive meaningful
content and instructional strategies from these bodies of
knowledge in developmentally appropriate and intellectually honest ways for children of all ages (Bruner,
1960; Katz & Chard, 1989).
Like their COlillterparts in the other humanities, art
educators apply the best and most challenging ideas
from various fields of professional inquiry. These
include not only selected art disciplines (dar1c, Day &
Greer, 1987), but also related areas which inform and
are informed by these art disciplines: archaeology,
anthropology, psychology, mythology, structural and
poststruetural linguistics, and political science (Beyer,
1987). These disciplines, like the arts, are undergoing
major revision (Margolis, 1987): Concepts and propositions once held to be immutable are now open to question, notably by those not in power. Approaching
knowledge itself as provisional and contextual, multicultural educators may promote the advancement and
proliferation of worthy ideas and make a lasting contribution to the storehouse of human thought.

Art wor1c5---'.lS exemplars ofcultural knowledge and
desire, selected with divetsity in mind-provide teachers with a rich source of human thought about the big
and little questions of life, a source that should be
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tional goal. This is a different kind of appreciation, however, because this goal fosters not only purposeful
thought but also purposeful behavior Oagodzinslci, 1982).
In this view, multicultural education is not only about
cultural facts but also about social issues, and the moral
obligation d every citizen to work toward the American
ideal of equity for all.

shared with young learners before their attitudes
become solidified in early adolescence (Otapman,
1978). Multicultural thinking may become the foundation on which young children build regard for the
inherent potential of others and develop the motivation to act upon these beliefs. First and foremost, teachers must model the dispositions they wish to foster in
their students (Katz & O1ard, 1989).

Omicu1um development. li1ce any institutionalized
practice, is inherently a political venture. The programs ci
study employed legitimize and perpetuate selected beliefs
and attitudes for future generations (Cherryholmes,
1987). Interest in this political dimension will continue to
grow as more educators realize that when people of different traditions come in contact. differing values must be
accommodated For art educators, interest in multiple definitions d artistic value and significance will likewise
grow as understanding increases that:

The Moral Mandate: Diversity,
Intercultural Understanding, and Social
Action
Art education in a multicultural curriculum is
morally committed to intercultural understanding
(Lanier, 1980). Understanding art through cUlture and
understanding culture through art are the educational
objectives that reinforce multiculturalist goals. The
multicultural art educator explores the ways in which
values and meanings in art operate in the lives of pe0ple from both familiar and unfamiliar ethnic cultures,
both within and outside the United States, understanding that these cultures are arenas of both stability and
change (Clifford, 1987; McFee & Degge, 1977).
Glaeser (1973) calls this a "celebration of cultures," a
means of cherishing the uniqueness and integrity of cultures while also recognizing the shared dimension
underlying all human experience.

•

The aesthetic framewm in lived experience is
inseparable from the moral and social frameworks
(Lanier (1980).

•

Each culture invents and preserves artistic traditions that re-present that culture's important concerns about the meaning and value of life.

Art, Culture, and Knowledge:
Questions Becoming Curriculum

Chapman (1985) and other advocates of multicultural education believe that the art curriculum should
adenowledge the achievements of non-Western cultures, minority groups, and women and reflect the signifkance of folk art, the crafts, mass-produced objects,
and mass-circulated images. These latter art forms until
recent years were considered neither "fine" nor "exemplary" enough to merit serious study (Lanier, 1987).
Otapman maintains that the underrepresentation of
such groups' artistic accomplishments in the traditional
art disciplines and in the art curriculum should be remedied because American society itse1fis unusually diverse
and the underlying principle of equity must be served.

The moral mandate underlying multiculturalism will
remind art educators of the picture-study curriculum at
the tum of the 19th century, with its emphasis on human
virtues and moral character (ClIapman. 1978). But significant differences also exist. Artists are not romanticized as suffering geniuses, students are not trained solely
on the imagery of aristocracies, and appreciation is no
longer seen as a frill. Rather, interhuman understanding
and an appreciation and support for the "artistry in varied lifestyles" is fostered. Intelligent. informed appreciation of the aesthetic and cultural similarities and differences that exist among us is the multiculturalist's educa-

Multicultural art education enables children to
make important connections between themselves and
others by tapping into the rich artistic traditions of different cultures. For teachers, multiple perspectives cifer
the opportunity to guide young minds on the path ci
seeking answers to the big and little questions of human
experience, questions that artists in every culture have
asked (either directly or implicitly): Who am l? Where
did I come from? How can I gain better control of my
world? What will happen to me', to my family? What are
my dreams, my wishes, my fears? Am I loved? Am I safe?
These questions, simple and naive, form the basis of
human thought and feeling about the nature and meaning of life. They creep-silently or not so silently-ifito
the concerns of young minds and enter centuries-old
philosophical, theological, and ethical traditions, perhaps steeped in mysticism, or even organized into dogmas, or made arcane in academic rhetoric, but certainly posed once again in the mute relics that populate the
world's ethnological and art museums.
These questions underlie many (if not all) of the
greatest intellectual, artistic, and cultural achievements
dhumanity, They transcend time and place, obliterate
the distinctions between East and West, and narrow the
gap between young and old. World art embodies these
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questions and provokes them in the viewer. Many edu~
caton believe that it is the opportunity to explore life's

big and little questions that makes the school curricu~
lum a meaningful venture for children (Giroux, Penna,
& Pinar, 1981). .
If we accept art as the aesthetic embodiment of
human concern and desire, then the artistic and aesthetic traditions of all people become content worthy of
study, notable not only for their undedying attention to
big questions and universal problems, but for the unique
and rich solutions presented in a tapestry of tools,
bowls, blanlcets, healing implements, helmets, pen~
dants, statues, paintings, carvings, songs, dances, dra~
matic enactments, poems, myths, and histories, both
oral and written (Vogel, 1986). Art becomes not only
the thing, the end product of refined craftsmanship or
exuaotdinary vision, but also the vehicle or medium,
the process by which closure is brought. if only temporarily, to human concerns.
Questions the teacher could ask of students might
move from "What is this artist's wade about?" and
"Where do you think these artists got their ideas?" to
"How many ways can we thinlc about art?" and "How
does art itself expand our thinking?" Countless examples of children's remarkable capacities for complex
intellectual and philosophical reasoning suggest that
these kinds of questions can become part of the curriculum (Anderson, 1986; Eclcer, 1973; Matthews,
1984). Examining the objects and objectives of many
cultures, young children may explore questions of concern not only to philosophers (What is the essence of
lifer What is truth 1What is goo(ll How do I 1: now what
I know?) or aestheticians (How is it art?), but questions
directly relevant to themselves and to all ci us: Am I
safe? Am I loved? Is my family secure?
Other fundamental questions underlie the curriculum:
•

How do we define art?

•

What constitutes an understanding
role in society?

•

What learning experiences best foster or promote
this understanding?

ci art and its

As we approach these questions, Mcfee (1987) asb
us to consider both universal and culturally specific qualities ci art. More iolportantly, she asb us to consider artistic traditions that support democratic values, including
the institutions that sponsor, support. and maintain art:
governmental agencies, museums, local civic centers, the
mass media, public/private schools, and universities. Katz
and Otatd (1989) tell us that in the preschool and early
elementary years, fostering dispositions, attitudes, and
inclinations are primary educational objectives. For early

childhood teachers, elementary teachers, and art teachers
this means getting students involved in thinlcing about
wodes ci art in terms ci the roles art plays in all aspects ci
life, particularly in the lives ci its creators.
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Art embodies important human concerns. In the
contemplation of these concerns, as they are posed in
aesthetic form, the lines between object and subject.
between the objective and the sul,>jective, are delight~
fully blurred. It is here that questions from many perspectives about art, and the questions of art, become the
center ci the curriculum. It is from this stance that a
viable educational program may progress toward more
academic questions such as:
•

What does this art mean?

•

How does this art form convey meaning?

To children, such questions may be posed in many
forms:
•

What is my art about?

•

What events, experiences, objects, and desires are
re-presented?

•

What about this other worlc of art?

•

What could it be about?

•

How is it like my art?

•

How is it different?

•

What makes this worlc of art powetful, gentle,
meaningful, enjoyable. disturbing?

These questions then Inform and become the con~
tent of the curriculum by leading to open-ended and/or
more structured studio explorations, the examination ci
design concepts, the development of slcills in materials
and processes, the motivations for critical analysis and
reflection, and the connections to contextual, histori~
cal, and intercultural understanding.

Centering the Multicultural Art
Curriculum
In a multicultural art curriculum the art, artifacts,
crafts, ritual and domestic objects fashioned by genera~
tions of artisans become the subjects of interest that
inform and expand children's frames of reference. The
subject of interest is not limited, however, to formal and
technical accomplishments, but includes meaning, symbolism, intention, function, and both relative and universal values. The subject is the artist, the culture, the
purposeful processes and products of human concern.
The subject is, finally, the student, centered in her or
his own personal space of curiosity and intentionality,
and in his or her interactions with others.
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The multicultural curriculum does not cemer on
design processes, criticism, history, and social studies
per se; rather these disciplines bemme vehicles. like artmaking itself, for enhancing and extending each child's
ability to make sense of life, to attach value to certain
aspects of life, to seek solutions to the problems of living, and to act upon them. The center is the self as it
acts upon and within its intercultural realities. This is
the instnunencal value of art, and the ultimate goal of
multicultural art education programs.

Art becomes the second center d the curriculum as
it touches the lives of children and as it both carries and
informs philosophy, religion, science, and history. For the
very young, art making is a means d acting upon the
wodd within the safety of personal space. Eisner (1978)
observes that art making provides children with a sense d
their own power to create desired effects and to explore
concerns. Art making is inherendy pleasurable in that it
allows for unrestricted exploratory possibilities and experiences. Smith and Smith (1970) recognize this as the
beneficial role of play. These authors see art making as a
special mode d thinking and acting upon the world.
Art making is by its nature a construction d meaning and, as such, provides the evidence d meaninghd
inquiry. This is true for children, for adult artists, for
artists and artisans in all cultures. The art of young children reflects "the flow of life around them, including
social changes and technological advances" {LarkHorovitz, Lewis, & Luca, 1973, p. 20. Their early sym- .
bol-making activities arise out of their relationships to
their world, beginning with family and extending to
home and community life and ftnally to the natural and
construCted environments surrounding their homes
(Chitslcell & Hurwitz, 1975). They favor themes that
center around family, love and security, animals, natural scenery, and fantasy. In their own art, children depict
the customs of everyday living, the surrounding world of
plants and animals, and the imaginative world of
dreams, spirits, and other-worldly entities.
Wilson and Wilson (1982) describe the art making
activities of children as a self-defining process devoted
to exploring the essential self, its consciousness, memories, desires, experiences, impressions, and feelings.
"The questions Who am I? What am I? How am I! and
What will I become? however implicidy asked, require
a lifetime to answer" (Wilson & Wilson, 1982, p. 28).
These questions connect children to artistic traditions
and innovations in all times and places.
But art making should be only one part of the curriculum, even in the early years. Heightened and deepened artistic and aesthetic reflection and response are
equally efficacious educational goals, and multiculturalists see them as crucial elements in the educational pro-
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gram for young children. loobng bad:: upon the experience of constructing their own meaningful art worb,

children develop personal perspective, attach values.
and perhaps are motivated toward further. more renned,
inquiry. Contemplating the art of others, children loo1c:
beyond themselves and enhance their capacities foe
understanding. Finally. as they glimpse connections
between art making and reflection and other organized
bodies of Jcnowledge, a bigger picture emerges in children's minds: the realization that things ftt together.
that people have similar questions allover the wadd,
and that the process of asking questions is perhaps the
most human characteristic d all.

Implementation Problems: From
Theory to Practice
Although curriculum development has far to
go, some notable wor\:: has already been done by veteran art educators (Cllapman, 1978, 1985; Feldman,
1985, 1987; McFee & Degge, 1977) and others who
have dedicated themselves to the idea that, for art education, educational reform means a complete reconceptualization of the art curriculum (Blandy & Congdon,
1987; Daniel, 1991; Stuhr, Petrovich-Mwanilci, &
Wasson, 1992). These individuals call for art curricula
which are more inclusive and, in multicultural terms,
more authentic.
Interest in the meaning and signiflcance of the art d
other cultures presents several conceptual and practical
problems foe reachers. Which cultures and which art
forms should be studied. and how should these art forms
be studied? Attention to the formal and expressive qual~
ities of these art forms is not enough; exploration ci the
symbolic meanings intended by their creators is equally
crucial to an adequate appreciation of these

wom.

With the recent deluge of publications centering
on one culture after another, the sheer magnitude of
choice is enough to paralyze a teacher's attempts to be
sensitive to ethnicity and to be authentic to the meaning, function, and artistic value of ethnic art. This problem is compounded by the fact that adequate and comprehensive educational resources dealing with minority,
ethnic, women's and other "outsider" an have become
available only recently. Teachers interested in implementing multicultural education must filter through
seemingly incomprehensible volumes of incorrect, misinformed, or shallow representations of people and their
art. These reachers must conduct research themselves
in order to evaluate and use these resources, before they
begin to design a meaningful and coherent program.
Anyone who has taught in the public schools knows

what a fonnidable taslc this really is, given the demands

of the profession.
This is further complicated by a climate seemingly
hostile to any hint ci "values education" (Parle, 1980;
Parlcay, 1985) or teaching about the spiritual or belief systems Of other cultures. MuIticulturalists need to respond
cautiously. Indeed, some ci the art forms appearing in
museum collections and in the vasdy expanding literature on world art are profoundly ritualistic objects used in
connection with religious practices which Westerners
find difficult to appreciate. Should such objects be censored from the curriculum, treated solely as aesthetic
objects without attention to their spiritual meanings, or
given patriarchal treatment as "practices conducted by
less advanced cultures"! Or should they be treated equally, as meaningful objects whose meanings, however controversial, merit full disclosure?
Equally problematic are worlcs of an created by
many ethnic-American artists, worlcs that deal with
sexism, racism, poverty, violence, destruction of the
natural environment, and genocide. Most teachers wilt
look for "nice art," finding it inappropriate to expose
impressionable young children to disturbing sexual.
religious, or violent content.

Add to these problems the developmental question: What concepts, skills, and dispositions are desirable educational goals for the very young with respect to
intercultural understanding and art appreciation? It is
commonly held that the very young are not naturally
inclined to tale the perspective ci another, that young
children are centered solely on self (Parsons, 1987). Art
educators do not even agree that the early learner needs
exposure to art in activities beyond their own art maleing experiences. And if such exposure is deemed important, how much and in what kinds of learning encounters? Motivational and instructional questions now
come into play, presenting complex choices.

Some Provisional Recommendations
For those teachers who, like me, are perplexed by
the magnitude of the taslc of developing and implementing a multicultural curriculum, I can only offer the
simplest ci advice. Center your instruction on the reasons children malee art (Leeds, 1986). Focus on those
timeless human concerns posed as questions in this
chapter, and build learning activities around the exploration of these themes and questions.
Start with a few good books written by contempoof other cultures and become
familiar with some ci those scholars who have focused on
multicultural education for the past two or three decades.
Contact area agencies and individuals with a background

in ethnic studies. Purchase some reproductions, audiotapes, videotapes, and children's booIcs that deal with
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ethnic art and culture. Publishers are discovering that
there is a marlcet for these instructional resources and
more resources are rapidly becoming available. Borrow
ideas from the published art curricula that address, if only
peripherally, the art of other cultures but do not be limited to their content and structure. Reshape your curriculum to fulfill your own educational goals.
It is not enough to just do art with the very young.
It is also important to talk about art with them.
Educators should value questions as much as answers
(Giroux, Penna, & Pinar, 1981) and encournge children
to pose their own questions. 'Teacher talk" (Good &
Brophy, 1978) should not drown out what children
have to say.
Multicultural curricula must be infused into the art
and school curricula throughout the academic year,
throughout the early elementary years, and throughout
the K-12 program and not, as Feldman (1987) advises,
added on as occasional tolcens, separate projects that
give "special attention" to the "exotic" art of "other
people." Nothing could be more irrelevant, even racist,
than asking a group of little white kids to make
"African" masIcs or "Indian" sand paIntings. Focus each
child on the richness d her or his family heritage, the
wonders of the neighborhood, and the many Icinds of
people who live there. Let children tame the wild and
untamed animal world and pay tribute to the delicate
and powerful ecology in which they thrive.
Bring children's art making bad: to their own lives,
as these lives are motivated by, and made more meaningful in, their own cultural contexts. The contextual
perspective maIces "the familiar more meaningful and
the unfamiliar more concrete. It is a manner ci
approaching art wow that allows children to see art in
its own light. Finally, return again and again to the art
d diverse cultures to explore commonalities and differences.
For multiculturalists, a major goal of art education
is to teach students about the role of art in all aspects of
life:
•

To help them understand the relevance and significance of art in the larger context d human experience.

•

To consider perspectives posed by people of different backgrounds.

•

To develop a sense of both the commonality and
the diversity of humankind.

•

To reinforce each student's own sense of personal
power and the social responsibility that comes with
power.

rary scholars in the art
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The goals of multicultural art education reinforce
those of the nation as a whole as it snuggles and strives
toward ill; original democratic ideals: freedom and equity based on an abiding respect for the integrity and dignity of every individual life (Otapman, 1978). Such
regard for the inherent potential of the individual is
made concrete in the art d the very young and underlies a multicultural art curriculum.

Note: The author wishes to acknowleJge and thank Mary
Stokrodd for her thoughtful commentary and generous assistance

on an early draft of this paper.
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